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Abstract The abstract system design and a prototype implementation of an admission control sys
described. The system exploits the load signal generated by low complexity active queue manag
schemes at internal nodes to carry out flow admission control at edge gateways. The location of fun
components is studied and appropriate signalling extensions to exchange load information are pre
The suitability of such signalling extensions for admission control and traffic regulation are discussed
context of RSVP signalling. A number of questions of detail which are usually ignored by existing th
and simulation work, are examined and solutions are presented. Certain modifications to traffic cont
gorithms at both internal packet marking nodes and edge gateways are proposed and discussed. T
tionality and correct system operation are demonstrated by experiments using the software pro
Further, a variety of marking algorithms is compared experimentally to assess the suitability of their re
tive load signal for admission control of inelastic traffic and load-adaptive traffic regulation.

1 Introduction
Traditional network Quality-of-Service (QoS) systems have been designed and built based onproactive
mechanisms like resource reservation that is enforced by some kind of prioritized scheduling of e
packets [1,2]. Additionally, such systems are protected from excessive demand by flow admission c
In the absence of other effective and reliable backpressure schemes, this protection is crucial to ens
tem stability even under extreme demand conditions. The traditional resource allocation model of the
net, however, is better described as areactivesystem, where intelligent end systems deduce informat
about the network’s load respectively congestion situation by monitoring packet loss and/or packet m
[3] and react accordingly by throttling their output rate [4,5]. The combination offlow controlelements at
end or edge systems withactive queue management(AQM) schemes at forwarding nodes may be regard
as QoS system, if convergence, stability and control goals are met. As a necessary condition for s
and convergence goals, traffic demand must be elastic on the scale it is controlled, such that it is am
to output throttling in the first place. Further, cooperation is required, such that end systems indeed r
direct or indirect load signals. Besides the need to satisfy basic convergence and stability conditio
real-world employment of such a reactive QoS system also requires that system stability results in s
stability as experienced by users. Further, system convergence must be fast enough to mimic a trans
service response to clients of the system. In the absence of explicit network control, the system mu
cate a fair share of capacity to each traffic flow. Otherwise the system should allow for controlled dis
ination between flows, for example based on service classes.

The primary goal of this work is to design, implement and evaluate an admission control system th
efficiently offer a reliable guaranteed rate service for inelastic traffic, but without the need for per-
state, per-flow signalling or any per-flow processing at internal nodes. This is achieved by combinin
mission control at edge gateways with AQM-based packet marking at internal nodes and feedback
ling between edge gateways. A secondary goal is to provide for load-adaptive resource allocation to
which is approached by aggregated flow control at edge gateways. Finally, another important goa
study the behaviour of the system by means of prototype experiments in order to complement the s

* This work is partially sponsored by the EU 5th Framework, IST Programme, Project 11429 “M3I”
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cant amount of existing work that has already studied individual system components by means of m
matical modelling and simulation experiments. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• A complete system design is presented, which allows to exploit AQM-based packet marking for a

sion control at system edges, without any per-flow state or per-flow signalling at internal nodes.
• The detailed design and location of admission control, load observation and load-adaptive traffic

lation is discussed and appropriate signalling extensions are specified.
• Certain AQM schemes would not perform well on ineligible traffic that is subject to packet disc

This problem is solved throughdifferentiated queue management (DQM).
• It is experimentally shown that the general system design can offer stable rate guarantees with a

of packet marking algorithms, albeit with also varying resource efficiency.
• It is experimentally shown that when choosing an appropriate packet marking algorithm, the syste

effectively discriminate traffic without the need for differentiated scheduling in the core.
In the next section, related work is reviewed and the key differences to our approach are identified.
wards, the abstract system design is presented in Section 2. In Section 4, the actual implementation
is described along with implementation details. Section 5 reports the experimental investigation and
sults. The paper is concluded in Section 6 with a summary and a discussion of our results and ope

2 Background and Related Work
There has been a vast amount of work on providing performance assurances to network traffic. The
sion of related work is structured according to the origin and direction of the respective contributions
the areas of flow control and AQM, measurement-based admission control, distributed flow admissio
trol, edge-based admission control, as well as adaptive traffic regulation. An excellent overview of
further recent research results can be found in [6].

2.1 Flow Control and Active Queue Management
The current control paradigm of the Internet is composed of flow control elements at end systems and
queue management schemes at routers. The goal of this distributed resource allocation system is
available resources efficiently and fairly. The current flow control concept is dominated by TCP’s con
tion control algorithms and its different flavours [4]. This requires sources to be able to cope with diff
rate allocations (elastic traffic). In particular, the assumption of elastic traffic denotes concave utility
tions [7]. Active queue management (AQM) is the notion of how to make decisions on discarding or m
ing which packets under which conditions. The primary goal of AQM schemes is to identify incip
congestion and to signal this to the flow control algorithms at end systems which then react accord
The most prominent example of an AQM scheme is Random Early Discard (RED) [8], which uses a
ponential weighted moving average of the queue size and a piecewise-linear probability function ov
average queue size to determine the discarding or marking probability for a packet. A more recent pr
called Virtual Queue (VQ) [9] proposes to virtually operate a queuing system at a lower capacity tha
real system and to mark packets if the virtual queue overflows. Based on this proposal an adaptive v
of this scheme called Adaptive Virtual Queue (AVQ) [10] has been suggested. AVQ adapts the capa
the virtual queue according to the load situation. Although derived differently, alternative recent prop
like PI [11] and REM [12] arrive at similar solutions. Most AQM schemes base their decisions on a q
threshold which needs to be exceeded for packets to be discarded or marked (often randomly). Th
AQM scheme known to us which provides direct load-based feedback is Load-Based Marking (LBM
by calculating marking probabilities from the measured link load. A drawback of LBM, however, is th
is theoretically restricted to a single resource. All schemes use feedback and reaction as the main
nism to fairly distribute resources in transient times of overload. There is work which is built upon
feedback and explicitly allows for the differentiation of traffic flows. Examples are:
• MulTCP [14] which enables weighted proportional fairness by acting like several TCP sessions.
• Generalized AIMD [15] which generalizes TCP’s AIMD scheme such that TCP is a special instan
• TCP-WTP [13] which also provides weighted fairness, but based on a willingness-to-pay parame
3
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Note that all of these schemes assume elastic traffic (with concave utility curves) such that no a-prio
admission control is required. The other way round, there also is no way of carrying out reliable adm
control as it would be desirable for inelastic traffic. In contrast, our work while similar to the above rese
focuses on admission control for inelastic traffic, which is an inherently different problem. Neverthe
the admission control system described here is based on the same or very similar AQM mechanisms
is considered an advantage over QoS systems requiring a completely different set of mechanisms.

2.2 Measurement-based Admission Control
In general, admission control schemes can be distinguished by how the admission decision is mad
• based on worst-case assumptions and resulting in deterministic guarantees,
• based on statistically relaxed assumptions and resulting in statistically controlled guarantees, or
• based on statistical measurements of flow behaviour and resulting in empirical guarantees.
The last approach is the one most related to our work and is commonly called measurement-based
sion control. There has been a large amount of research on measurement-based admission control s
simple schemes like the measured sum algorithm described in [16], approaches like [17,18] whi
based on the tangent at the peak rate of the equivalent bandwidth curve of a flow, or [19] which is ba
large deviation theory. In [20], an extensive comparison of measurement-based admission control s
results in the conclusion that all schemes perform fairly similar with respect to the utilization they yi

While our work is similar to measurement-based admission control by taking into account past s
behaviour, the admission decision here is based on indirect observations rather than direct measur
Furthermore, in contrast to traditional approaches for measurement-based admission control, it is not
decision for a single link but an admission decision for a whole path through a subnet including mult
ing with other paths and corresponding cross traffic effects – a much harder problem.

2.3 Distributed Flow Admission Control
A further criterion to distinguish different admission control schemes is given by the location where th
mission control decision is made: at each forwarding node, at edge nodes between domains, at a cen
server, or at the endpoints of communication. Traditionally, admission control is performed at each
and only if all nodes accept a request, it is granted by the network. More recent admission control sc
do not require to involve all nodes on a path. Pioneering work in this direction, has been done by Ke
al. [21,22]. Their analytical results show the basic stability of distributed admission control based on
ing at resources even in the case of feedback delays [23]. Building on these results, there is work
more light on influence of delayed system reactions on stability, which presents bounds for the reacti
lay [24,25]. In [26], a model for an Internet exclusively managed by end systems is presented and tho
ly analysed with respect to stability. More practical approaches, although similar in concept, are des
in [27,28]. A simulative comparison of the basic design options for endpoint admission control is pres
in [29]. In particular, [29] reports probing durations on the order of several seconds, whereas a rece
ulative work [30] argues for much lower values for the initial probing phase.

Our work builds upon the basic stability results from the above research in that it was motivated by
encouraging theoretical results. However, in contrast to these contributions, it takes a more pragma
proach by building upon the advantages of edge-based admission control and domain-based QoS s
• a controlled environment, in particular for traffic regulation and charging,
• observations instead of active measurements / probing,
• QoS provisioning is inherently a domain-based concept (each provider’s choice).

2.4 Edge-based Admission Control
As just discussed, our architectural choice is for edge-based admission control, i.e., we assume inde
domains providing QoS for elastic and in particular inelastic traffic flows by using admission control g
ways located at the edges of these domains. We are not the first to follow this architectural paradig
4
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the different proposals (including ours) differ very much in their details and in the way they are anal
whether being based on theoretical, experimental or just conceptual considerations.

In [9], Kelly et al. describe a system similar in concept to what they propose in [26]. The differenc
tween these two is that in [9] an admission control gateway does the probing for the end systems w
in [26] this functionality is distributed to the end systems. The authors regard the latter step as a refin
however, these two proposals could also be viewed as independent evolution paths. The analysis of
tem of admission control gateways in [9] is based on modelling and simulation and therefore abstract
many real-world issues. While it is not the only goal and would from our perspective be a restricted
our work could also be seen as an experimental validation of the theoretical insights from [9].

A DiffServ framework for edge-based admission control is described in [31]. It allows for traditiona
well as measurement-based admission control. The measurement-based part is based on packet m
core routers. In contrast to our work, the feedback is generated per-flow while in our case it is aggre
per path. Furthermore, the proposed marking schemes are not evaluated, neither theoretically nor
mentally, in their interplay with admission control schemes, owing to the purely conceptual nature of

In [32], Knightly et al. present an egress-based admission control architecture based on monitorin
fic characteristics per path at egress nodes. These measurements are based one-way per-packet de
urements, which is all but trivial. Such measurements then allow to make an admission control de
based on the concept of statistical traffic envelopes. The core network is viewed as a black box and
trast to our work gives no feedback on the current network load. Yet, with the minimal feedback as it i
vided in our system the admission control procedure can be made more simple and robust. The ad
control in [32] is claimed to work well for self-similar traffic, which is demonstrated via the use of Par
distributed on-off sources with Pareto shape parameter 1.9. However, this (approximately) results in a
parameter of 0.55 for a corresponding aggregate – a very moderate degree of self-similarity.

2.5 Adaptive Traffic Regulation
While our work is mainly concerned with admission control for inelastic traffic flows, it also takes into
count the requirements of elastic traffic and of traffic that combines both characteristics by requiring a
amount of service while benefiting from additional service. The need for such a hybrid service has be
alized before and we do not claim to be the first to propose appropriate mechanisms, but want to d
strate that such a service can be elegantly realized. The key to providing service to suchbounded-elastic
traffic is load-adaptive traffic regulation. An edge-to-edge, per-flow traffic conditioner based on conge
marking of control packets is presented in [33]. The scheme necessitates per-flow rate estimation
nodes and provides no admission control. In contrast, our work employs AQM-based packet marki
stead of explicit control packets and the system adaptation is based on aggregated feedback instea
flow. The Aggregate Flow Control (AFC) scheme [34] can be described as a combination of TCP tru
[35] and a token bucket regulator in the framework of DiffServ’s Assured Forwarding (AF) per-hop be
iour. The work is focused on details of relative resource allocation between aggregates and repor
proved service for TCP and UDP under certain conditions.

Very close to the adaptive traffic regulation part of our work is [36], which proposes an adaptive t
bucket regulator controlled by the costs of a path, which depend upon the load level on each link of th
However, the computation of the cost function is tied to routing protocols which usually operate on a
coarser timescale than necessary for the distribution of up-to-date load information. Our approach a
es that practical problem. Since the focus of [36] is on traffic regulation and load balancing, no adm
control scheme is proposed.

3 Abstract System Design
Since many aspects of the implementation design, for example the choice of the signalling protocol,
governed by fundamental requirements, but rather chosen according to their practicality for implem
tion, experimental investigation, and later deployment, an abstract system design is presented in th
tion. The system requires two bits in the IP packet header, such as the ECN bits [3]. For the presenta
5
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terminology of ECN is adopted and the prototype actually uses these two bits. However, the abstract
design is of course not bound to using these specific bits. For example, it could as well be implemen
ing two other bits from the available space of DiffServ code points [2].

3.1 Overview
The system is domain-oriented withload control gatewaysat the edge of the network reacting to signallin
requests and carrying out admission control, traffic regulation and path load estimation.Internal nodesonly
perform packet forwarding on a first-in first-out (FIFO) basis. The packet queues of internal nodes ar
trolled by AQM schemes, which discard or mark packets depending on the current load or queuing
tion. Gateways operate in the roles of bothingressandegressgateways, depending on the direction o
traffic flows. An ingress and an egress node connected through a routing path in the network are t
peers. Figure 1 presents the different roles of system components along the transmission path.

Ingress gateways control traffic on a per-flow basis through (modified) token bucket regulators
egress gateways collect load information on a per-peer basis by inspecting the packets arriving from t
work. No specific precautions are taken to control the delay of packet transmissions other than the
goal of keeping the queue lengths as short as possible. It is well possible to combine this system wi
cific scheduling regimes, though. In general, there are multiple scenarios to employ this system. Fir
admission control part of the system can be separately applied to a dedicated service class, for exa
the framework of DiffServ [2]. Alternatively, the full system might be used to manage resources of a
mon traffic class and to offer distinguished services to certain traffic flows, using only admission cont
a combination of admission and flow control. Further, the system can be employed in a multi-path ro
scenario by considering the endpoints of each routing path as virtual peers.

3.2 Load Control Gateways
The load control gateways implement the control path of the system, which employs a request sign
protocol between gateways and clients as well as between peering gateways.

3.2.1 Location of Functionality
Either the ingress or the egress gateway has to calculate an admission control decision. The egress
observes the system’s relative load along a path through the network, while the ingress gateway is t
place to carry out traffic regulation. Therefore, if the admission control decision is taken at the egress
way, it has to be reported to the ingress to become effective. Alternatively, the egress gateway can se
reports to the ingress, which then decides about admission and possibly installs the request. Such
ports can be sent periodically or be triggered by a service request. In any case, there is a delay betwe
observation and the installation of a request at the traffic regulation module. Consequently, the sy
significant reaction delay is independent of whether the admission decision is done at egress or ing

3.2.2 Packet Handling and Signalling
The ingress gateway is responsible for traffic regulation according to the negotiated service contra
marking conforming packets with the ECT bit. Non-conforming packets can be discarded to enable

Figure 1: System Overview: Load Control Gateways and Internal Nodes
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policing. As shown in Figure 2, the ingress gateway performs per-flow classification of incoming pa
to find the appropriate traffic regulation instance. The egress gateway observes the relevant informa
load estimation as depicted in Figure 3. Incoming packets which have the ECT bit set are classified
termine the sending peer (ingress). Then, per-peer statistics containing the number of packets, nu
marks and number of bytes, as well as the duration of the observation interval, are updated.

A signalling protocol for simplex traffic flows is suitable, because of the different roles of ingress
egress gateways. There is no fundamental problem with using a duplex protocol, other than increas
nalling complexity between ingress and egress for both traffic directions. As well, there is only little
erence for a simplex protocol to be sender- or receiver-oriented. In case of a receiver-oriented proto
coordination information can be piggybacked onto each signalling request, which is transmitted fro
egress to the ingress. In case of a sender-oriented protocol, an additional information exchange is ne
to coordinate egress and ingress to either report load information or to transmit the admission decis

3.2.3 Admission Control, Reaction Delay, and Overbooking
The information observed by the egress gateway is used by the admission control procedure to estim
relative load along a transmission path as the fraction of marked packets from total packets received
a recent time period. A request is admitted, if this fraction does not exceed a certain thresholdΛ. The nature
of the system being reactive requires that a safety margin must be accounted for by this admission t
cause there is a feedback delay between the actual load situation in the network and the installation o
request, and vice versa. Further, there exists a potential problem of unnoticed overbooking. If source
less traffic than initially negotiated, the observed path load does not account for the unused but book
pacity, which might lead to excessive overbooking. It might be beneficial to allow a controlled amou
overbooking, therefore the admission test includes a parameter to configure the relative amount o
booking. Letl be the estimated relative load along a transmission path,c the total booked transmission rate
andu the actual used rate. The adapted estimated relative load  is then calculated as

(1)

with α ∈ [0,1] determining the relative influence of booked but unused capacity. A small value forα de-
notes an optimistic system configuration in which the potential overbooking is largely ignored and a
value forα denotes a conservative setting. Note that this calculation implicitly assumes that the over
ing situation at multiple gateways is roughly similar, otherwise a more complicated mechanism is ne
The actual value ofα depends on the behaviour of traffic sources and can probably only be determine
long-term observations of an operational system. Such observations could then allow to devise a
more sophisticated and statistically tractable estimator than (1).

3.3 Internal Nodes
Internal nodes run an AQM scheme to mark or discard packets. We have chosen RED, VQ, AVQ and
as representatives of the large number of AQM schemes for initial inclusion into the prototype. Spec
tention is paid to LBM, because being the only load-based AQM scheme, it is able to deliver reliable
information independently of traffic burstiness. This is an interesting characteristic when it comes

Classification Traffic Regulation FIFO Output Queue

flow 1

flow 2

flow 3

flow n

ECT Marking(per-flow)

Figure 2: Traffic Regulation at Ingress Gateway

Classification Per-peerInput Interface

peer 1

peer 2
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Figure 3: Load Observation at Egress Gateway
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commodating inelastic traffic. Because LBM and VQ would lead to quite aggressive discarding of
ECT packets, both are not well-suited to operate simultaneously on ECT and non-ECT traffic. This pr
is approached byDifferentiated Queue Management(DQM), shown in Figure 4 for the case of LBM. In-
stead of using a single probability function to decide if a packet is being discarded or marked, DQM
differentiates between ECT and non-ECT packets. Then, two separate algorithms are used to de
whether the packet is marked respectively discarded. Only the rate of ECT packets is used as input
marking algorithm, since non-ECT packets are regarded as background traffic. Non-ECT packets a
ject to a rate-dependent early random discard (ERD) algorithm. The high queue threshold is adjus
versely linear to the total arrival rate. If the queue length is between the low and high threshold, the p
is discarded randomly. If the queue length exceeds the high threshold, the packet is always dropped
iant of RED could also be used to control non-ECT traffic, but for simplicity we opted for ERD.

In [13], LBM is proposed as linear marking algorithm for a single resource. The main problem with
ploying LBM on multiple resources along a path is that a flow traversing multiple resources is subje
each resource’s marking probabilitym(xi) with xi being the relative load at resourcei, while at the same
time, there is only a single marking bit available in the packet header. Thus, the path marking prob
M(p) for a pathp of resources is given by

(2)

which might be significantly higher than the highest individual marking rate. To avoid over-estimatin
path load, the admission control test is based on an estimate for the average load of a path, calcula

(3)

with np being the number of resources on pathp. Note that this assumes an invertible marking functio
m(x). On the other hand, (3) might lead to an under-estimation, if only a small number of nodes are s
icantly loaded. To accommodate for this disadvantage, the system uses an exponential marking fun
internal nodes to increase the influence of highly-loaded resources. The same weighting principle
versely used in [12] for rapid and precise congestion detection. As an additional safety margin, the
component of DQM can be configured with a load threshold, above which all packets are marked.

In contrast to LBM, all other AQM schemes draw a marking decision which eventually depends o
current queue length or its variation. Therefore, a corresponding discard decision can be expected t
operate well with TCP-like flow control in end systems (in fact, RED has initially been designed to do
that). Therefore, DQM is not applied to these marking schemes. Further, a queue-oriented load signa
repeatedly generated at subsequent nodes along a path, if no independent occurrences of bursty t
rival exist. Consequently, the notion of an average load value is only necessary for LBM. On the other
LBM has another particularly interesting feature. Since it does not operate on the state of a queue, it

Figure 4: Differentiated Queue Management (DQM) for Load-based Marking (LBM)
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used to signal a node’s processing load to the network edges, rather than information about a link’s
This may better reflect the actual bottlenecks in today’s Internet.

3.4 Load-Adaptive Traffic Regulation
One of the system’s goals is to offer a load-adaptive service to clients, that is, clients can request
service rate, but might be allowed to exceed this rate, if network capacity is available. A modified ve
of the token bucket algorithm is used to control the amount of traffic entering the network. A standard
bucket regulator (TBR) is characterized by depthd and rater and the amount of available tokenst is calcu-
lated for each packet transmission as

with τ being the time interval between the current and the previous packet. To offer a load-adaptive s
similar to other proposals, we propose anAdaptive Token Bucket Regulation(ATBR) algorithm which ad-
ditionally includes a scaling factors. The amount of tokens is then calculated as

 with (Λ is the admission threshold and  is the load).

The scaling factors is determined by the estimated load along the path and allows to temporarily exc
request’s basic rate allocation when the network is lightly loaded. It is however necessary to avoid th
tem to be fully loaded with excess traffic from scaled token buckets, because load control gateways
distinguish between regular traffic load and such excess load. If scaling of ATBRs were not limited, th
cess traffic could increase the network load above the admission control threshold. Incoming re
would then be rejected, although resources are still available in principle. In order to maintain prior
incoming service request, the admission control thresholdΛ minus a small safety marginε is divided
through the current relative load estimation  and used as scaling factor for the token buckets.

To explain the basic rationale for the adaptation of the scaling factors, consider the case of LBM as
marking algorithm at internal nodes. Assuming that the sum of basic rate allocations is less than a
fraction of the capacity (expressed through the admission control threshold), then at the same time
true for the sum of all scaled rate allocations, as well (at least in case of an invertible marking funct
discussed in Section 3.3). In other words, the maximum amount of marks that a flow is responsible
kept constant. Fairness between multiple flows is obviously given, because each flow’s service rate
tion is proportional to its requested rate. Packets that are not conforming to the token bucket are forw
without the ECT bit set and they are then subject to the differentiated discarding algorithm at internal n
Note that in this case, it is assumed that internal nodes do not reorder packets. However, this cond
met by all AQM schemes under consideration. Essentially, the combination of ATBR with load-b
packet marking allows to integrate the different needs of inelastic traffic and load-adaptive network se

3.5 System Complexity
The worst-case complexity of an ingress gateway is comparable to that of a DiffServ ingress node. Pe
classification is required prior to traffic regulation. Egress gateways have a potentially higher comp
than their DiffServ counterparts, since per-flow classification is needed for packets leaving the doma
well, in order to collect traffic and marking statistics per peering gateway. Internal nodes have a comp
of O(1) in the number of flows, because all AQM schemes are stateless with respect to flows. Internal
do not participate in the signalling protocol, so they indeed operate with constant complexity.

4 Implementation
The signalling, admission control and load reporting functionality is implemented in the framework o
publicly available KOM RSVP implementation [37]. The data path modules are implemented in the A
software framework, which is publicly available, as well [38]. The system has been developed and
on FreeBSD. The extensions presented here will also be published as open-source software. To our
edge, no such comprehensive reactive resource allocation system exists as a real system prototyp

tnew min told τ r×+ d,( )=

tnew min told τ r× s×+ d,( )= s
Λ ε–

L
------------= L

L
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4.1 Control Path
As a receiver-oriented simplex signalling protocol, RSVP is very suitable to implement the control pa
the abstract design for load control gateways as presented in Section 3.2. The protocol is extended b
local elements to enable operation as signalling protocol between load control gateways. A new m
object is used to transport load information from egress to ingress gateways, specified as:

LOAD_REPORT ::= <packet count> <mark count> <byte count>
<time interval> <hop count>

The information contained in this object describes the load situation along a path through the total n
of packets and the number of marks received during a recent time interval. The number of transmitted
and the length of the observation interval are reported, as well, such that the ingress gateway has pre
formation about the transmission rate during the observation interval. This information is necessary to
out the adapted load estimation, presented as Equation (1) in Section 3.2. While it would be possible
ingress gateway to measure the transmission rate locally, it would then also be necessary to assoc
measured transmission rate with the corresponding load situation which is observed at the other en
network domain. This complexity can be avoided by reporting the full information from the egress
way, which has to inspect all incoming packets anyway. The egress gateway can determine the num
hops on the path from the ingress by comparing the TTL values in the IP and RSVP headers of a pat
sage. The number of internal nodes is needed to compute the estimated load as specified in Equatio
Section 3.3. To accommodate for potential dynamic routing changes, the current hop count is alwa
ported to the ingress gateway as part of the load report.

All information included in the load report, except the hop count, is gathered from a kernel observ
module. ALOAD_REPORTobject is included into each reservation message sent from an egress to t
spective ingress gateway. If no reservation message is transmitted for a certain period of time, the
sends periodic messages to report the current load situation to the ingress. These reports are trans
a dedicated message type, termedLoadmessage and contain the egress gateway’sRSVP_HOPinformation
and the current load situation in aLOAD_REPORTobject. Periodic load reporting is a fallback mechanis
for times of little signalling activity and ensures that the ingress gateways always have proper load
mation to adjust the setting of the ATBR modules as described in Section 3.4. Additionally, all packet
rying signalling messages are marked with the ECT bit and are subject to load measurement and m
at internal nodes. Thus, periodic load reporting generates a small traffic stream, which allows to ob
load information, even when no other traffic is present between peers. Thereby, a gateway has at lea
load information available at the very beginning of the next busy period. In the prototype, the RSVP
mon is extended to create and process the above protocol elements and to appropriately interact w
gateway kernel-level module, which implements the actual handling of data packets.

4.2 Data Path
The system’s data path is implemented as ALTQ output queuing modules. TheLCG(load control gateway)
module implements the functionality of an ingress and egress gateway. On the ingress side, pack
classified and marked with the ECT bit, if they conform to the token bucket specification of a known f
Packets exceeding the token bucket specification are either dropped or forwarded with a cleared E
depending on the system’s configuration. The egress gateway part of theLCGmodule implements traffic
and load observation. First, an incoming packet’s ECT bit is checked and if set, the packet is classi
identify the peer it comes from. Afterwards, the length of the packet, its arrival time and its setting o
CE bit are recorded in a fixed-size ring buffer. The total number of packets, marks, bytes and the len
the observation interval are updated before replacing the oldest packet’s information. Thereby, the
of the observation interval reflects the time period, during which then last packets arrived withn being the
configurable size of the ring buffer. Additionally, a maximum lifetime of packet information can be sp
fied to avoid keeping stale information during idle times with only few packet arrivals. Since this clea
functionality is only invoked during such idle periods, it is not considered to decrease performance.
10
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The DQM/LBM functionality is implemented in theDQM(differentiated queue management) modul
Similar to theLCGmodule, packet information containing a packet’s length, arrival time, ECT setting
discard information is kept in a configurable ring buffer of fixed size, as well as in counters that are up
for every arriving packet. If an incoming packet has the ECT bit set, the rate-dependent packet mark
cision is drawn from a pre-calculated table with the values of the marking probability function. Other
the packet is subject to the ERD algorithm as presented in Section 3.3.

When implementing other AQM schemes, it turns out that some of the schemes introduce rather u
istic challenges. In the AVQ scheme, the service rate of the virtual queue is adapted according to the
traffic arrival rate. The proposed algorithm in [10] to update the virtual service rate estimates the arriva
based on just a single packet arrival, which would require a very high clock precision. Even then, an
ing packet train or a significant variation of packet sizes might lead to erroneous estimation of the a
rate. To implement this scheme on a real platform, it is necessary to estimate the traffic arrival rate
eraging over multiple packets. The VQ algorithm in [9] contains another problem. When the virtual q
exceeds the marking threshold, all packets that are currently queued in the real system are marked.
er, a write operation on every queued packet is at least a very costly operation on real router platfo
not prohibitively expensive. The prototype contains AVQ and VQ modules with appropriate modificat

4.3 Test Environment
We have created a sophisticated yet inexpensive software-based test environment for the experime
software part of the test environment is already available as part of the KOM RSVP implementation
A traffic emulator has been implemented, which is capable of creating an arbitrary number of CBR, (a
gated) Pareto on/off or greedy sources with fixed or exponential arrival patterns. It initiates RSVP s
ling and keeps track of the reservation success. The traffic sinks keep extensive statistics about
delays, goodput rates and packet drops. All nodes’ clocks are synchronized by a single GPS clock an
ets are time-stamped at the kernel level. Load control gateways and internal nodes provide proper l
information about their actions, as well as status information, such as the estimated load and queue
Because all clocks are synchronized, these values can be associated with each other, despite the
tions being distributed over multiple machines.

5 Experimental Investigation
All experiments are carried out in the topology
shown in Figure 5. The link between node 8 and
7 is the potential bottleneck link. Nodes 4-6 are
load control gateways. All nodes are standard
PentiumIII/450MHz PCs running FreeBSD 4.5,
enhanced by network driver polling [39]. Links
operate full-duplex at 10 MBit/s. The systems’
clock rate is set to 1000hz and fast forwarding
of IP packets is enabled. The FreeBSD network
code is slightly modified to ensure that packets from crucial network services, such as routing or a
resolution, are not subject to any traffic control or policing action.

5.1 Admission Control and Resource Utilization
In this first series of experiments, RED, AVQ and DQM/LBM are assessed individually and compared
respect to their suitability to carry out admission control at the network edge. At the same time, the o
system design is verified to operate correctly in combination with these marking schemes.

The basic experiments consists of deterministically generated VoIP-like flows with an inter-arrival
of 0.5 seconds and a duration of 50 seconds, which in total exceed the available transmission capac
ditional background traffic is generated from aggregated Pareto sources with a Hurst value of 0.8.
marking schemes, the basic experiment is repeated with varying configuration parameters. As menti

Figure 5: Experiment Topology
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Section 3.1, the abstract system can be used in multiple scenarios. To represent two of these differ
narios, experiments are run with and without background traffic. To illustrate the experiment and to
brate the results, the same experiment has also been carried out in an IntServ-like configuration wh
network nodes participate in RSVP signalling and perform local admission control and per-flow H
scheduling. The HFSC module is configured to accept a high number of sessions to achieve a high re
utilization. The result is illustrated in Figure 6 and shows that the network discriminates perfectly bet
signalled and background traffic. The small periodicity in the number of offered and accepted se
stems from the periodic session generation and removal in combination with the fixed session dura
a signalling request is rejected, the session is terminated after a short timeout. Therefore, the offered
curve is always near to the accepted session curve and not shown in subsequent figures.

Before starting the actual comparison of AQM schemes, a large number of experiments has bee
ducted to study the feasible region of averaging ring buffer sizes in both core and edge nodes. The
of these experiments have shown that buffer sizes between 500 packets and 4000 packets are fea
the experimental prototype. Below 500 packets, the system reacts very nervous which is likely being
by both measurement and statistical inaccuracies. Above 4000 packets, the reaction delay of the sys
nificantly decreases the overall performance. For the experiments, all buffer sizes are set to 1000 p

5.1.1 RED
The usual parameter settings for RED [40] are targeted at providing drop feedback to elastic TCP s
and thus, are likely to be not appropriate for a reactive admission control system to provide reliable s
without packet loss. Therefore, the RED experiments use two alternative configurations and test the
varying admission control thresholds. In the ‘default’ setting, thmin is set to 5 packets, thmaxto 15 and pmax
is set to 0.1. In the ‘aggressive’ setting, the configuration is thmin = 2, thmax= 20 and pmax= 1. In both cas-
es, the queue size is set to 100 packets and the weight parameter set to 512. As expected, it turns
the default RED configuration cannot support reliable admission control for inelastic flows. Instead,
for a very small admission control threshold, too many sessions are accepted and then subject to m
packet losses. Using the aggressive configuration, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results of suc
RED experiments with and without background traffic respectively, to illustrate its operation. The rea
nature of the system becomes apparent by observing the periodicity introduced by the session gen
process. Essentially, the slope and length of the increase and decrease segments of the accepted lo
represent the feedback delay in the system. The system is able to manage network resources, but
bility to discriminate traffic is clearly limited in the presence of background traffic. In fact, sessions ex
an accumulated packet loss in the order of thousand packets.

5.1.2 DQM/LBM
The LBM module is configured to mark packets along the full range of forwarding capacity. The ERD c
ponents varies the upper discard threshold when the arrival rate is between 50% and 90% of the ca
The low discard threshold is set to 20KB. One of the results of the LBM experiments is shown in Figu
The system is capable to accept a high number of session while at the same time, effectively discrim
between reserved and background traffic, and thus, performs much better than in the RED configu
This can be attributed to the DQM extension of the basic LBM scheme. Because of this discriminatio
pability, the system performs equally well with and without background traffic (not shown). Again, th
active nature of the system becomes apparent by observing the periodicity introduced by the s
generation process.

5.1.3 AVQ
Experiments with AVQ and background traffic have revealed that the suitability to control resources
AVQ in the context of such a feedback-based admission control system is clearly limited. AVQ adap
forwarding speed of the virtual queue depending on the traffic arrival rate. If the arrival rate is calcu
from all packets, the unresponsive background traffic leads to a slow speed of the virtual queuing s
This results in aggressive discarding of background packets and marking of ECT packets and conseq
only a relatively small number of sessions is accepted. Therefore, appropriate resource utilization c
12
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Figure 6: IntServ with Background Traffic
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Figure 7: RED with Background Traffic
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Figure 8: RED without Background Traffic
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Figure 9: DQM/LBM with Background Traffic
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Figure 10: AVQ without Background Traffic
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Figure 11: Load-Adaptive Traffic Regulation
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Figure 12: IntServ and Random Session Arrival
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Figure 13: DQM/LBM and Random Session Arriva
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ther be achieved with reserved nor background traffic. If, however, the arrival rate is based on ECT
only, the virtual queue runs quite fast and the AVQ module does not discard enough background p
such that both types of packets are subject to later forced drops because of an overflow in the real
On the other hand, when controlling dedicated resources with AVQ, the system shows a faster react
a more deterministic behaviour than both with LBM (not shown) and RED. This is shown in Figure 1
a configuration whereα is set to 1 and the virtual capacity to 90%. The system is effectively determine
the speed of the virtual queue and the actual queue size has only little influence on the overall perform

5.2 Load-Adaptive Traffic Regulation
To verify the operation of load-adaptive traffic regulation in the context of LBM packet marking, an ex
iment has been carried out with a small number of bigger flows to study the system’s behaviour. Tw
served and two background flows are started with a certain time interval in between to observe the re
of the system to the changes in demand. Flows 1 and 3 are the reserved flows, but inject more traf
the system than signalled. The result is depicted in Figure 11 and shows the ECT marking rate at edg
for both signalled flows, as well as the total throughput as measured at an internal node. It is appare
the system indeed correctly regulates traffic by means of ECT marking at edge nodes according to t
rent observed load situation. However, the system’s reactions are quite nervous and further expe
have shown indications for a certain impact of the averaging buffer sizes and the load report periods
behaviour. To this end, a detailed study of load-adaptive traffic regulation remains an issue for furth
search, particularly with respect to its interaction with TCP-like flow control in end systems.

5.3 System Performance
To fully assess the system’s performance potential, the DQM/LBM variant is compared to an IntServ
figuration under more challenging demand conditions. In contrast to the experiments in Section 5.1, t
sion arrival is now distributed exponentially with the same average values as before. Sessions are pe
so in case of rejection, they retry signalling after a short random back-off period. The results of this e
iment are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 respectively. It is evident that the performance of the re
admission control system is very similar to that of the IntServ system. However, it must be noted th
reactive system can by itself not provide differentiated delay guarantees, while an IntServ network is
ble of doing so.

5.4 Comparison
To further investigate and compare the behaviour of the admission control system employing the di
AQM schemes, we have studied the influence of the admission control threshold on utilization and
The input for Figure 14 is taken from the experiments without background traffic described in Sectio
Each experiment has been carried out 10 times for each admission control threshold and the values
in Figure 14 are the average results. In these experiments, the total number of accepted sessions i
480 when the utilization is very high, for example as shown in Figure 6, 8, 9 and 10. Clearly the av
delay directly depends on the utilization in this case. The results show that utilization and delay are se
to the admission control threshold when employing DQM/LBM and RED. In a scenario where this sy
is used to control access to a dedicated service class, this allows to achieve certain delay bound
change for lowered utilization. DQM/LBM enables the full range of delay/utilization pairs while RED o
covers a part of it. The admission control system employing AVQ is insensitive to the admission co
threshold. Instead, utilization and delay depend on the speed of the virtual queuing system expresse
fraction of the real transmission rate. This is not shown in the figure, but has been established by add
experiments. In theory it can thus support all configurations that can be supported by the DQM/LBM
tem. In practice however, a change in the system configuration then requires to modify the configura
core nodes when using AVQ, instead of edge nodes when using DQM/LBM. For all alternatives, the w
case queue length at internal nodes has been observed during the experiments, as well. It is not s
Figure 14, but it behaves correspondingly to the average end-to-end delay.
14
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6 Summary and Outlook
We have presented the abstract system design and a prototype implementation of a reactive QoS
employing binary AQM-based packet marking at internal nodes and load observation, feedback sign
traffic regulation and admission control at edge gateways. The system has been studied by means o
periments to verify its basic operation and to complement existing theoretical and modelling work on
back-based resource allocation. In principle, the experiments with the system prototype confirm
results about the feasibility of such a design, however, it also becomes evident that life is not always
and easy. First, the choice of a packet marking scheme influences the capabilities of the overall syste
respect to admission control and traffic discrimination at a high resource utilization. While DQM/LBM
forms best for those scenarios that have been considered here, it is not clear whether the proposed e
tial marking function is sufficient to enable load-based marking across multiple marking nodes.
experiments which are not reported here in detail, have shown promising results, but it is beyond the
of this paper to fully investigate this issue. The details of interaction between TCP or TCP/ECN wit
admission control system as well as with adaptive traffic regulation poses another set of interesting
questions. A second source of complexity for the overall system design is given by the large number
rameters that have to be configured for an operational system. Particularly, different marking algo
have a different sensitivity to various configuration parameters. Nevertheless, the results of our wor
clearly show that reactive resource allocation is a promising concept to offer stable performance gua
when combined with admission control. Initially, we assumed that AVQ would clearly outperform sche
like RED and VQ, since it combines both the arrival rate and queuing status into its load signal. How
the experiments showed that this assumption is only partially true.

From a practical and deployment point of view, the system offers many interesting features. It s
feasible to manage resources of a DiffServ-based service class with RED marking, which are both fe
that should be available in commercial routers already or soon. Multiple instances of the admission c
system can be used to control multiple such classes. Further, the system can be employed for ind
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Figure 14: Admission Control with Background Traffic - Summary
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links or paths of a network, such that there is no need to upgrade a network at once. Thereby, there is
deployment path from today’s technology to future, more sophisticated configurations of such a sys
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